Virology 253:1-7, 1999). Using RNAs containing nucleotide analogs, we found that the N3 and C4-amino group at the initiation cytidine were required for RNA synthesis. However, the ribose C2-hydroxyl of the initiating cytidylate can accept several modifications and retain the ability to direct synthesis. The only unacceptable modification is a protonated C2-amino group. Quite strikingly, the recognition of the functional groups for the initiation cytidylate and other template nucleotides are different. For example, a C5-methyl group in cytidine can direct RNA synthesis at all template positions except at the initiation cytidylate and C2-amino modifications are tolerated better after the ؉11 position. When a 4-thiouracil (4sU) base analog that allows only imperfect base pairing with the nascent RNA is placed at different positions in the template, the efficiency of synthesis is correlated with the calculated stability of the template-nascent RNA duplex adjacent to the position of the 4sU. These results define the requirements for the specific interactions required for the initiation of RNA synthesis and will be compared to the mechanisms of initiation by other RNA-dependent and DNA-dependent RNA polymerases.
De novo (primer-independent) initiation is an important mechanism for viral RNA replication that requires the specific and appropriate interactions of at least four components: (i) an RNA template with a virus-specific initiation nucleotide at or near the 3Ј end; (ii) an initiation nucleoside triphosphate (NTP); (iii) a second NTP; and (iv) an RNA-dependent RNA polymerase (RdRp). Improper recognition may reduce or inhibit efficient RNA synthesis. Little is known about specific recognition between RdRp and RNA template moieties for de novo initiation of viral RNA synthesis. Furthermore, the interactions may change as the polymerase undergoes conformational changes during synthesis (11, 32) .
Bovine viral diarrhea virus (BVDV) is a member of the genus Pestivirus in the Flaviviridae family, which includes human and animal pathogens, such as Hepatitis C virus (HCV), Dengue virus, and Yellow fever virus (10, 34, 55) . BVDV is an enveloped virus containing a single-stranded positive-sense RNA genome (55) . In addition to being an important pathogen of livestock (51) , BVDV is a model system for HCV infection and for building chimeric viruses with HCV (14, 31, 61, 68) .
The BVDV RNA genome is translated as a polyprotein through a cap-independent mechanism after infection. The polyprotein is further processed into individual structural and nonstructural proteins by a combination of cellular and viral proteases (10) . The structural proteins are located in the Nterminal portion of the polyprotein, while those associated with replication are present in the C-terminal portion (68) . Among the nonstructural proteins, NS5B is an RdRp that can synthesize RNA (3, 69) . Double-stranded, RNase-resistant replicative-form RNA and partially double-stranded replication intermediates have been observed early in infection in cells infected by BVDV. When the viral RNA was fully denatured, single-stranded RNAs of genome length were observed (16, 17) , indicating that de novo initiation is probably used in vivo. De novo initiation of RNA synthesis of BVDV NS5B has been demonstrated with recombinant BVDV RdRp in a process that requires an initiation cytidylate (ϩ1C) positioned at or near the 3Ј end of the template (27) . A ϩ1G substitution abolished RNA synthesis, while base substitutions at ϩ2 and ϩ3 had less effect. In addition, a template containing a ϩ1U can interact with BVDV NS5B but initiates RNA synthesis at only 5% of the level found with template containing a ϩ1C. These results demonstrate the highly specific recognition of the moieties in ϩ1C by BVDV NS5B. However, the moieties at and near the template initiation nucleotide required for RNA synthesis have not been systematically examined in any viral RNA template.
We used chemically synthesized RNA containing nucleotide analogs of the ϩ1C to address the features in the RNA required for efficient RNA synthesis in vitro. We also compared the recognition between ϩ1C and other template nucleotides to investigate whether RdRp-template interactions change during RNA synthesis. Initiation of RNA synthesis was found to require several moieties in the cytosine base, while several substitutions at the ϩ1C ribose were acceptable for efficient initiation of RNA synthesis. The riboses at the ϩ2 and ϩ3 positions also contribute to stable interaction with RdRp. Also, the recognition among of base and ribose moieties was found to differ in a position-dependent manner.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
RdRp activity assays and template competition assays. All RNAs were purified from the denaturing polyacrylamide gels, quantified by spectrophotometry, checked for quality and quantity on a denaturing polyacrylamide gel, and used at 0.125 M per RdRp reaction. BDVD NS5B was prepared from recombinant Escherichia coli as described previously (62) . Standard in vitro RdRp assay mixtures consisted of 5 pmol of the template (unless stated otherwise) and 50 ng of BVDV NS5B in a 40 l reaction mixture containing 20 mM sodium glutamate (pH 8.2), 12 mM dithiothreitol, 4 mM MgCl 2 , 0.5% (vol/vol) Triton X-100, 1 mM MnCl 2 , 500 M GTP, 200 M ATP, 200 M UTP, and 250 nM [␣- 32 P]CTP (400 Ci/mmol, 10 mCi/ml; Amersham). MnCl 2 was used to increase the level of RNA synthesis. The reaction mixtures were incubated for 60 min at 25°C, and the reactions were stopped by phenol-chloroform (1:1, vol/vol) extraction. The products were precipitated in 6 volumes of ethanol plus 5 g of glycogen and 0.4 M of ammonium acetate.
Template competition assays were performed with increasing concentrations of various RNA competitors (5, 10, 20, 30 , and 40 pmol) and 25 ng of NS5B. The reaction mixture also contained 5 pmol of a template named 3init, which directs a 27-nucleotide (nt) product (27) . The amounts of the products generated from the 3init reference template were measured, and the 50% inhibitory concentrations (IC 50 s) were determined as the concentration of the competitors necessary to reduce synthesis from 3init by 50%.
Analysis of RdRp products. An 8-l volume of loading buffer (45% [vol/vol] deionized formamide, 1.5% [vol/vol] glycerol, 0.04% [wt/vol] bromophenol blue, and 0.04% [wt/vol] xylene cyanol) was added to each ethanol-precipitated product, and the mixture was denatured by heating at 90°C for 3 min prior to electrophoresis. The products were analyzed on 20% polyacrylamide denaturing gels containing 7 M urea, and the gels were wrapped in plastic and exposed to film at Ϫ80°C. The amount of radiolabel incorporated into RdRp products was measured with a PhosphorImager (Molecular Dynamics). The values obtained were expressed relative to those produced from (Ϫ)21 to derive the percentage of the activity of modified template. All values represent the means of at least three independent experiments. RNA templates. All RNAs were chemically synthesized by Oligos Etc. (Wilsonville, Oreg.) except those in Table 1 , which were synthesized using the T7 RNA polymerase. Transcription reactions used cDNA from Operon Inc. (Alameda, Calif.) as described by Kao et al. (27) . All the RNAs were purified from denaturing 7 M urea-20% polyacrylamide gels, visually inspected after being stained with toluidine blue, and quantified by using spectrophotometry.
K m and V max measurements. K m and V max values of templates for recombinant BVDV NS5B used the same conditions as those described for RdRp activity assay, except that 10 different template concentrations from 0 to 250 nM were used. The K m and V max values were obtained by using software created by D. Gilbert (Enzyme Kinetics, Indiana University). Each value is the average of two independent assays. Thermodynamic calculations of nascent RNA-template interaction. ⌬G°val-ues were expressed as the sum of the values from each base pair by using the tables provided in reference 57. The results were plotted against the levels of synthesis by using JMP version 3.1.5 (SAS Institute Inc., 1989 to 1994).
RESULTS
The requirement for a ϩ1C for efficient RNA synthesis indicates that specific nucleotide functional groups are recognized during the initiation of RNA synthesis in vitro. RNA (Ϫ)21, containing 21 nt at the 3Ј end of the minus-strand BVDV genome, was the prototype used to analyze the nucleotide moieties needed to direct RNA synthesis (Fig. 1A) . (Ϫ)21 directs the synthesis of a prominent 21-nt RNA, which is correctly initiated and terminated, along with a small amount of 22-and about 24-nt products, presumably due to nontemplated terminal nucleotidyltransferase activity (Fig. 1B) . To perform all experiments with NS5B as the limiting component, the synthesis from an increasing amount of (Ϫ)21 was determined. Template concentration-dependent synthesis was observed only when (Ϫ)21 was present at 60 nM or less (Fig. 1B) . Therefore, we routinely use 120 nM template in reactions; thus, changes in the amount of RNA product directed by modified templates will reflect a preference for the polymerase. The results cited below were quantified from three independent RdRp assays whose results were normalized to those from (Ϫ) 21 .
Ribose modifications. The role of the ϩ1 ribose in the initiation of RNA synthesis was examined with four templates a All syntheses are normalized to that of (Ϫ)21, the prototype template. The percentages are means and SD of at least three independent experiments.
FIG. 1. (A)
RNA sequences used in this study. (Ϫ)21, the prototype sequence, is designed by the 21 nt at the 3Ј end of the minus-strand BVDV genome and used for analyzing template nucleotides moieties. The 3init template is a reference template for the template competition assays (25) . The initiation cytidylates are denoted by arrows. (B) Template titration assay. The (Ϫ)21 is present at seven different concentrations, indicated by the numbers above the autoradiograph. denotes a control reaction without RNA template. The sizes of the correctly terminated products from (Ϫ)21 and products containing a terminally added nucleotide ‫)ء(‬ are indicated to the right of the autoradiogram. (C) Four ribose C2Ј-hydroxyl modifications are shown below the structure of the ϩ1C ribose, followed by an autoradiogram. The 21-nt RNAs synthesized from (Ϫ)21 were separated by denaturing polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (20% polyacrylamide) and visualized by autoradiography. The quantification, normalized to the control C2Ј-OH and averaged from at least three independent experiments, is shown below the autoradiogram at each modified template, followed by standard deviation (SD) and IC 50 . where the ribose C2Ј hydroxyl (C2Ј-OH) was replaced with fluorine (ϪF), methoxy (-OCH 3 ), amine (-NH 2 ), and deoxy (-H). These modifications were selected because they affect potential hydrogen bond formation, the size of the C2Ј moiety, and/or the equilibrium between the ribose C2Ј-endo and C3Ј-endo conformations (58) . The RNAs modified with deoxy, OCH 3 , or F directed RNA synthesis at 98, 95, and 60% relative to (Ϫ)21, respectively (Fig. 1C) . The results indicate that the C2Ј-OH does not need to form a hydrogen bond to NS5B during the initiation of RNA synthesis, since F and deoxy cannot accept and donate a hydrogen, respectively. The lower level of RNA synthesis from F compared to deoxy and OCH 3 may be due in part to the electronegativity of the F. Ribose with C2Ј-OH (favoring C3Ј-endo) and C2Ј-deoxy (favoring C2Ј-endo) both directed efficient RNA synthesis, indicating that both sugar conformations at the ϩ1 position were acceptable. The OCH 3 substitution directed synthesis at levels comparable to those for (Ϫ)21, suggesting that NS5B can tolerate an increase in the size of the modified the ribose C2Ј at the ϩ1 position.
RNA C2Ј-NH 2 directed synthesis at only 14% relative to that for (Ϫ)21. The pK a of the primary amine is 10.0 Ϯ 0.2 (38) , and we speculate that the decreased synthesis from RNA C2Ј-NH 2 could be due to a partial positive charge of the amino group. Since our RdRp reactions were normally carried out at pH 8.2, the protonated NH 3 ϩ form should predominate. If a partial positive charge is less strongly preferred, RNA synthesis should increase at higher pH, where the NH 2 form is increased. RNA syntheses from C2Ј-NH 2 and (Ϫ)21 were tested at several pH values between 5.0 and 9.0 and normalized to those in parallel reaction mixtures containing (Ϫ)21 to eliminate possible pH effects on NS5B. At pH 9.0, we observed a reproducible 130% Ϯ 6% increase in RNA synthesis from C2Ј-NH 2 relative to (Ϫ) 21 . In contrast, the relative RNA synthesis was reduced to 33% Ϯ 1% at pH 5.0. These results show that the low level of RNA synthesis of C2Ј-NH 2 was probably due to the existence of an unacceptable NH 3 ϩ group at the ϩ1 ribose C2Ј position.
To examine whether the efficiency of RNA synthesis reflects the ability of NS5B to interact with the templates, competition assays were carried out using a 3init as a reference template to produce a 27-nt product (Fig. 1A) . RNA synthesized from a constant amount of 3init was quantified as a function of competitor concentration, which may produce easily distinguishable 21-and 22-nt RNAs (see Materials and Methods). The IC 50 was determined from the mean of three independent experiments. The IC 50 of (Ϫ)21 was 537 nM. C2Ј-F and C2Ј-H had IC 50 of 675 nM, slightly increased relative to that of (Ϫ)21 (Fig. 1C) . In contrast, the IC 50 of C2Ј-OCH 3 and C2Ј-NH 2 were greater than 1 M (Fig. 1C ). Despite this, C2Ј-OCH 3 was able to direct synthesis at 95% of that for (Ϫ)21 while C2Ј-NH 2 directed synthesis at 14%. These results suggest that a weaker interaction with ϩ1C does not necessarily lead to lower levels of RNA synthesis.
Phosphodiester modifications. Ionic interaction between phosphodiester backbone of nucleic acids and protein side chains is generally required to stabilize their interaction (45) . We tested modifications at the phosphodiester group connecting ϩ1C and ϩ2A to determine (i) the necessity of the negatively charged phosphate in interacting with NS5B, and (ii) whether the polarity of the phosphodiester group affects the interaction between NS5B and RNAs.
RNAs containing specific phosphates (PO 4 3Ϫ ) replaced with thiolates (SO 4 2Ϫ ) were made in the context of (Ϫ)21 to decrease the localized charge by having one additional electron pair in the oxygens. RNAs with thiolates placed between nt ϩ1 and ϩ2 or between nt ϩ2 and ϩ3 or at both positions directed RNA synthesis at 123% Ϯ 6%, 90% Ϯ 4%, and 113% Ϯ 9%, respectively. In the template competition assay, the RNA with two thiolates at between ϩ1 and ϩ3 had an IC 50 of 390 nM, while the singly thiolate-modified template had an IC 50 similar to that of (Ϫ)21 (M.-J. Kim, unpublished data). These results indicate that an RNA backbone with reduced negative charge near the initiation site allowed more efficient interaction with NS5B and improved RNA synthesis.
Templates with deoxyriboses at the ϩ1 and ϩ2 positions were used to examine the effects of additional phosphodiester modifications. Some modifications are available only in the deoxyribose form; therefore, we first determined whether deoxyriboses between the ϩ1 and ϩ2 positions in template dC5Ј-3ЈdA will affect RNA synthesis. Synthesis from dC5Ј-3ЈdA was only 18% of that from (Ϫ)21 (Fig. 2 , lane 2), in contrast to the results obtained with a deoxy at ϩ1C, which was nearly wild type in RNA synthesis (Fig. 1C, lane 5) . Thus, the ribose C2Ј moieties at other template positions are recognized differently from those at ϩ1C. These differences will be addressed more thoroughly below.
Since a thiolate between the ϩ1 and ϩ2 positions in (Ϫ)21 increased RNA synthesis, we placed one between ϩ1dC and ϩ2dA. The resultant RNA directed synthesis at 40%, in comparison to the 18% directed by dC5Ј-3ЈdA (Fig. 2 , lanes 5 and 2, respectively). This twofold increase is probably due to a more stable interaction with NS5B, as previously seen with thiolate-modified (Ϫ)21. In support of this hypothesis, the IC 50 of dC5Ј-P-3ЈdA was higher than 1 M while dC5Ј-S-3ЈdA had an IC 50 of 312 nM (Fig. 3) . A decrease in the negative charge in the phosphodiester between the ϩ1 and ϩ2 positions may compensate for the detrimental effect of the deoxyribose modification at ϩ2 position. Next, we examined the effect of the phosphodiester group polarity on RNA synthesis. A 5Ј-to-2Ј polarity between positions ϩ1 and ϩ2 in template dC5Ј-2ЈdA and a 3Ј-to-3Ј phosphodiester in template dC3Ј-3ЈdA were made and tested. Both RNAs failed to direct RNA synthesis (Fig. 2, lanes 3 and 4) , indicating that NS5B requires a 5Ј-to-3Ј polarity between nucleotides for RNA synthesis. In template competition assays, dC3Ј-3ЈdA had an IC 50 of 430 nM (lane 4). Template dC5Ј-2ЈdA had an IC 50 of 127 nM despite being unable to direct RNA synthesis (lane 3). The altered polarity may increase nonproductive interaction with NS5B that resulted in no RNA synthesis.
Base modifications. Templates containing a ϩ1U or a ϩ1G cannot efficiently direct RNA synthesis (27) , indicating that specific cytosine moieties are required for efficient initiation of RNA synthesis and/or stable interaction with NS5B. Cytosine C4-amino and N3 are probably important, since they are absent in uridine. The cytosine C4-amino and N3 may be required to form Watson-Crick (W-C) hydrogen bonds with the initiation substrate, GTP, and/or interact directly with NS5B.
The base analog 4-thiouridine (4sU) was incorporated at the ϩ1 position to change the cytosine N3 and C4-amino to an imino and a C4-thio, respectively. Unlike natural nucleotides, 4sU will make weakened W-C hydrogen bonds with ATP or GTP by being a poor hydrogen bond acceptor (23) . RNA synthesis from ϩ1C-4sU was 1% relative to that from (Ϫ)21 (Fig. 4, lane 4) , demonstrating that the C4-amino and N3 were essential for initiation. In the template competition assay, ϩ1C-4sU had an IC 50 of 287 nM (lane 4). This relatively low IC 50 suggests that the modification caused an inappropriately tighter interaction with NS5B.
Next, we tested whether the non-hydrogen-bonding C5 position of ϩ1C can be modified. RNA ϩ1C-C5Br and ϩ1C-C5CH 3 , containing a C5 bromyl and a C5 methyl adduct, respectively, failed to direct RNA synthesis (Fig. 4, lanes 2 and  3) . The adducts may either sterically affect the proper fit of the initiation complex in the NS5B active site or alter base stacking with the ϩ2A of the template. We used the template competition assay to determine whether interaction with NS5B is affected by the C5 adducts. ϩ1C-C5Br did not appear to be affected in the interaction with NS5B, with an IC 50 of 550 nM (lane 2). However, ϩ1C-C5CH 3 competed extremely well, with an IC 50 of 75 nM (lane 3). This strong interaction may be due to increased hydrophobic interaction with NS5B or the ϩ2A base. Additional experiments are needed to distinguish between these possibilities.
A difference in the recognition of ؉1C and other nucleotides in the template. Specific recognition of the ϩ1C led us to ask whether there is a difference in the recognition by NS5B of the initiation cytidylate and other nucleotides in the template. In general, W-C hydrogen bond formation is cited as the main determinant of fidelity for substrate incorporation in nucleic acids synthesis (66) . The C5 of cytosine, which does not participate in hydrogen bond formation with GTP or NS5B, was targeted. A C5 methyl group was incorporated in the cytidylate at position ϩ7, ϩ9, or ϩ15 in templates named ϩ7C-C5CH 3 , ϩ9C-C5CH 3 , and ϩ15C-C5CH 3 , respectively. Since all three positions were cytidylates, a direct comparison with a modification at ϩ1C is possible (Fig. 5A) .
RNAs ϩ7C-C5CH 3 , ϩ9C-C5CH 3 , and ϩ15C-C5CH 3 directed synthesis at 67, 63, and 52% relative to that for (Ϫ)21, respectively (Fig. 5B) , indicating that C5-methyl adducts at all three positions were acceptable for RNA synthesis. This result is strikingly different from the results obtained with same modification at the ϩ1C position, which abolished the synthesis.
Recognition of template riboses. The brome mosaic virus (BMV) RNA-dependent RNA replicase can synthesize RNA from a single-stranded DNA template, but the level of synthesis is eightfold lower than that from RNAs of the identical sequence (46) . However, BVDV NS5B has been previously reported to use a DNA template, producing approximately similar amounts of transcripts in comparison to those produced with the RNA template (27) . The change of the ϩ1 ribose to a deoxyribose did not observably affect RNA synthesis by the BVDV NS5B (Fig. 1C, lane 5) , while deoxyriboses at both the ϩ1C and ϩ2A positions in template dϩ1,2 reduced RNA synthesis to 18% relative to that for (Ϫ)21 (Fig. 2, lane  2) . These seemingly contradictory results led us to examine more carefully the use of DNA and RNA templates by the BVDV NS5B. We tested templates (Ϫ)21 and d(Ϫ)21 to measure K m and V max values. The K m for (Ϫ)21 was 10 nM, 2.7-fold lower than the K m for d(Ϫ)21 (27 nM). However, the V max for (Ϫ)21 and d(Ϫ)21 were apparently similar, at 101 and 121, respectively (Fig. 6A) . These results suggest that d(Ϫ)21 can direct synthesis as efficiently as (Ϫ)21 at template concentrations above 60 nM (Fig. 6A) . However, the interaction between NS5B and d(Ϫ)21 was less efficient than that between (Ϫ)21 and NS5B, indicating that some riboses, perhaps those near the ϩ1C, are needed for proper interaction with NS5B. We do not understand why dϩ1,2, with only two deoxyriboses at ϩ1C and ϩ2A, was worse at directing synthesis than d(Ϫ)21, which is composed entirely of deoxyriboses. However, this result is reproducible and has also been observed with another RdRp (C. C. Kao, unpublished data).
To further examine the ribose requirements for RNA synthesis, three templates chimeric for ribose and deoxyribose were made and tested (Fig. 6B) . dϩ2, with a deoxyribose at only the ϩ2 position, directed RNA synthesis at only 12% relative to that for (Ϫ)21 (Fig. 6C ), indicating that the lower level of synthesis observed with the dϩ1,2 template was due to the loss of C2Ј-OH at the ϩ2 position. The IC 50 for dϩ2 was greater than 1 M, indicating that the C2Ј-OH of ϩ2A is required to interact with NS5B. Templates dϩ3 and dϩ1,2,3 directed synthesis at 37 and 30%, respectively, relative to (Ϫ)21 (Fig. 6C) , indicating that the C2Ј-OH at the ϩ3 position is also necessary for proper interaction with NS5B. However, templates with deoxyribose at the ϩ15 or ϩ20 position did not have such severe effects, directing synthesis at 89% Ϯ 10% and 86.5% Ϯ 3.5%, respectively, relative to (Ϫ)21 (Table 1) .
Kao et al. (27) reported that base substitutions at position ϩ2 and ϩ3 were acceptable for RNA synthesis, suggesting that decreased synthesis from the dϩ1,2 and dϩ1,2,3 templates was due to position-dependent recognition of the ribose. To examine further whether base-specific template recognition by NS5B occurs at other positions, the cytidylate at position ϩ9, ϩ15, or ϩ20 was changed to uridylate in RNAs ϩ9C/U, ϩ15C/U, and ϩ20C/U, respectively. In contrast to the severe effect of a uridylate substitution at the ϩ1C position (27) , synthesis from all three RNAs was at least 109% relative to that for (Ϫ)21 (Table 1) . Therefore, the specific preference of base functional groups was observed only with the initiation cytidylate. Taken together, the ribose C2Ј-OH at specific positions in the RNA helps NS5B to discriminate RNA and DNA molecules but the initiation base is has a specific requirement for recognition. Riboses at specific positions were also re- quired for subgenomic RNA synthesis by the BMV replicase (47) .
The BMV replicase transits from initiation to elongation after the synthesis of approximately eight or nine phosphodiester bonds (1, 53, 54) . Similar transition points have been reported for other polymerases (for a review, see reference 11). A position-specific recognition of C2Ј-OHs in the RNA template (Fig. 6C) could correlate with distinct steps of RNA synthesis (i.e., initiation, transition, and elongation) by the BVDV NS5B. We have found that synthesis of template-length products is reduced on a molar basis from a template of 8 nt but not from one of 12 nt. RNAs longer than 8 nt may be necessary for stable interaction with NS5B (M.-J. Kim, unpublished data).
Template ribose C2-NH 2 modifications. To further examine whether nucleotide recognition is dependent on the template position, we changed the ribose C2Ј-OH to C2Ј-NH 2 at seven pyrimidines within (Ϫ)21 that should span initiation, transition, and elongation: ϩ1, ϩ3, ϩ7, ϩ9, ϩ11, ϩ15, and ϩ17 (Fig. 7A) . The ribose C2Ј-NH 2 modifications from positions ϩ1 to ϩ11 all resulted in RNA synthesis of 1 to 33% relative to that for (Ϫ)21 (Fig. 7B) . However, templates with the ribose C2Ј-NH 2 at ϩ15 or ϩ17 directed synthesis at 100 and 58%, respectively (Fig. 7B) . In terms of interaction with NS5B, templates with C2Ј-NH 2 at ϩ1 or ϩ7 were poor competitors (IC 50 Ͻ 1 M), but templates with C2Ј-NH 2 at ϩ9, ϩ11, ϩ15, and ϩ17 had similar IC 50 to those of (Ϫ)21, indicating that the interactions with NS5B were not affected (Kim, unpublished). Unexpectedly, C2Ј-NH 2 at ϩ3 resulted in tighter interaction with NS5B (IC 50 ϭ 75 nM). Thus, inefficient RNA synthesis from templates with C2Ј-NH 2 at ϩ1, ϩ3, ϩ7, ϩ9, or ϩ11 was due to several factors, including the inappropriate interaction between NS5B and the ribose C2Ј at specific positions in the template and a possible effect on the kinetics of RNA synthesis.
Template 4sU modifications. The position-dependent recognition of the ribose C2Ј moieties by NS5B led us to determine whether hydrogen bonding between template and substrate nucleotides in RNA synthesis is also modulated a positiondependent manner. To affect hydrogen bonding, 4sU nucleotide analogs were incorporated at position ϩ1, ϩ7, ϩ9, ϩ15, ϩ20, or ϩ21 in (Ϫ)21. All positions changed were cytidylates, allowing a direct comparison of the effects of the 4sU modification on synthesis at several positions (Fig. 8) .
Templates with 4sU modifications at positions ϩ7 to ϩ21 directed RNA synthesis at 30 to 98% of that for (Ϫ)21 (Fig. 8) . These effects are less severe than those of the same modification at the initiation ϩ1C, where 4sU abolished synthesis (Fig.  4, lane 4) . In contrast to the ribose modifications, RNA synthesis does not correlate strictly with the linear position in the template position. For example, 4sU at position ϩ7, ϩ9, or ϩ21 directed synthesis at 93, 73, and 63%, while 4sU at position ϩ15 or ϩ20 directed synthesis at 30 and 38%, respectively (Fig. 8B) . These results suggest that mechanisms other than the transition of RNA synthesis from initiation to elongation may be involved in template base recognition. This is logical since base pairing between the template and the substrate NTP is necessary during all stages of synthesis.
The decreased RNA synthesis with 4sU at position ϩ15 or ϩ20 is not due to base-specific recognition by NS5B, because nucleotide substitutions at these positions did not affect efficient RNA synthesis (Table 1) . Since 4sU affects hydrogen bonding with the substrate nucleotide, we hypothesize that the decreased RNA syntheses from templates with 4sU may be due to the effects on the template-nascent RNA interaction in the polymerase ternary complex. In support of this hypothesis, we detected less than full-length RdRp products that correlated with the location of the 4sU in the template. Most of the premature RNAs were 1 to 3 nt shorter or longer than the site of the 4sU modification (Fig. 8B) . For example, the 4sU at ϩ15 resulted in premature RNAs with lengths ranging from 13 to 18 nt (Fig. 8B, lane 6) . Since the amounts and sizes of the prematurely terminated products differed with the position of 4sU, the base pairs flanking the modified site may contribute to the incorporation of the substrate nucleotide.
In ternary complexes of DNA-dependent RNA polymerases, the base pair preceding the one being incorporated in the catalytic site has been proposed to be an important regulating factor for RNA synthesis from a DNA template (19, 37, 40, 63; Kao, unpublished) . Thus, we determined whether the neighboring base pairs contributed to the levels of RNA synthesis directed by templates containing 4sU modifications at various positions. A 4sU at position ϩ15 directed the lowest RNA synthesis (Fig. 8B) . Thus, the neighboring ϩ14 position was changed from a uridylate to the other three nucleotides while 4sU was retained at the ϩ15 position, resulting in RNAs named Aϩ15S, Cϩ15S, and Gϩ15S. We had previously demonstrated that NS5B does not recognize the ϩ14 position in a sequence-specific manner (Table 1) . Therefore, any effect on RNA synthesis will be due to a possible interaction between ϩ14 and the 4sU.
RNAs Gϩ15S, Cϩ15S, and Aϩ15S directed synthesis at 147, 121, and 67%, respectively, relative to (Ϫ)21 and at 29% of the synthesis from the template ϩ14U-S (Fig. 9A) . Different prematurely terminated products were observed within this set of modified RNAs, indicating that RNA synthesis is affected quantitatively and qualitatively by the template nucleotide immediately 3Ј to the 4sU. Higher levels of synthesis from Cϩ15S and Gϩ15S than from Aϩ15S and Uϩ15S suggest that more stable base pairing immediately preceding the 4sU modification site in the RNA duplex helps the substrate nucleotide incorporation opposite the 4sU nucleotide analog.
Correlation between local RNA duplex stability and synthesis in the presence of 4sU. Next, we compared RNA synthesis from all eight 4sU-modified templates to the identity of the nearest neighboring nucleotide. Templates containing the 4sU analog and a neighboring 3Ј guanylate or cytidylate directed synthesis at 63% (Cϩ21S) to 147% (Gϩ15S) of that for (Ϫ)21, while those with a neighboring 3Ј adenylate or uridylate directed RNA synthesis at 37 to 73% (Fig. 8 and 9A ). Thus, there is a general trend that a more stable upstream base pair will result in better synthesis across from the neighboring 4sU analog. However, the range in synthesis levels suggests that more than one nucleotide near the 4sU modification appears to affect RNA synthesis.
The minimum RNA-RNA duplex in an RdRp ternary complex has not been characterized and is still subject to interpretations in better-characterized polymerases (8, 9) . We seek to provide a theoretical examination of the ternary complex for NS5B by correlating RNA synthesis from templates with 4sU modifications to the predicted thermodynamic parameters for a number of base pair combinations. This analysis relies on the values for RNA duplexes determined by Turner et al. (57) . While speculative, these results can provide a testable model for experimental analysis. Several factors were taken into account: (i) the RNA with 4sU at ϩ1 position was excluded in this analysis, due to the lack of upstream sequences and the clearly different requirements for the initiation nucleotide; (ii) RNA with a 4sU at ϩ21, the 5Ј end of the template, was not used since it should have a different thermodynamic constraint due to its being at the end of the duplex (20, 21) ; (iii) 4sU was treated as a uridylate based on the similarity of functional groups; and (iv) ATP was assumed to be the substrate incorporated opposite the 4sU base analog, since it has the most appropriate W-C geometry. ⌬G°values collected from each combination of base pairs were plotted against the percent RNA syntheses to obtain R 2 values. A higher R 2 value indicates a better correlation between RNA synthesis and the stability of the nascent-template RNA interaction (Fig. 9B) .
R 2 values ranged from 0.33 to 0.80, indicating that the correlation was significantly influenced by the numbers of neighboring base pairs included in the analysis (Fig. 9B) . The highest correlation obtained (R 2 ϭ 0.80) was when ⌬G°was calculated as a sum of the two base pairs preceding the 4sU site and the base pair between 4sU and ATP (Fig. 9C) . Synthesis with 4sU increased along with an increased stability of the template-nascent RNA interaction near the modified site. These results suggest that only a few base pairs near and including the 4sU nucleotide analog are significantly correlated with the ability of the RdRp to complete synthesis on a template with a 4sU modification. 
DISCUSSION
We seek to understand the mechanism of RNA synthesis from RNA templates by the RdRps. Several moieties in the template RNA that are important for de novo initiation of RNA synthesis by the BVDV RdRp were identified. For the initiation cytidylate, specific requirements for the base were found, but several changes at the ribose C2Ј were able to direct initiation except for a partially positive charged amino group. Different requirements were found for the noninitiating template nucleotides and the initiation cytidylate. The ribose C2Ј-OH at the ϩ2 and ϩ3 positions within the template also contributed to RNA synthesis (Fig. 10) . The effects of 4sU base modifications were varied in a manner depending on the identity of the neighboring nucleotides (Fig. 10) . These observations can be compared and contrasted with the initiation of RNA synthesis by other RdRPs and DNA-dependent RNA polymerases and will provide useful information for structurefunction analyses of RdRp ternary complexes.
Recognition of the initiation cytidylate. A cytidylate is the preferred initiation nucleotide for several RdRps, including the BMV replicase, Q␤ replicase, BVDV NS5B, and HCV NS5B proteins (6, 24, 30, 49) . The preferred position of the initiation cytidylate may be different for each virus. The BVDV NS5B can use either the 3Ј-most or a penultimate cytidylate but prefers to initiate from the 3Ј-most cytidylate. HCV RdRp also can direct synthesis from the 3Ј-terminal cytidylate (70) . However, the BMV and turnip yellow mosaic virus replicases require that the initiation cytidylate be at the penultimate position (12, 48, 49, 52) .
In contrast to the specific cytidylate requirement for RNA synthesis, pyrimidines, including 4sU, can interact with NS5B in the template competition assay (27) (Fig. 5) . This situation is similar to the results obtained with the well-characterized T7 RNA polymerase, where the ϩ1C is not required for the proper positioning of the initiation site in the catalytic pocket of the T7 RNA polymerase (59, 67) . Weston et al. (67) demonstrated that the distance between the core promoter elements and the initiation cytidylate could be increased through the addition of flexible linkers, although increased nucleotide misincorporation resulted.
While the initiation nucleotide may not contribute to the T7 promoter recognition, the structure of the T7 polymerase initiation complex provides useful insight into the interactions at the polymerase catalytic active site (9) . The distance from the surface of polymerase to the G ⅐ C base pairing was within 2.8 Å, suggesting that a hydrogen bond(s) between side chains of the polymerase and the initiation nucleotides can stabilize the ternary complex. The addition of a methyl or a bromo adduct to the non-hydrogen-bonding C5 position of the initiation cytidylate may cause constraints and/or charge requirements at the interface between the non-hydrogen-bonding side of ϩ1C and the pocket of the NS5B RdRp. The nature of the ternary complex of an RdRp remains to be determined.
Polymerases generally have a purine-specific site for the initiation substrate NTP, the i site, and a second nucleotide binding pocket, the i ϩ 1 site (41) . The increased stability of the ternary complex has been demonstrated in the presence of a high initiation substrate (GTP) concentration (15) . For the BMV replicase, the presence of GTP at the i site resulted in the formation of a more stable initiation complex (53, 54) . Our results that the BVDV NS5B requires the N3 and C4-amino groups at the ϩ1C position probably reflect the need to hydrogen bond to the GTP in the i site (Fig. 10) . Like other polymerases, the BVDV RdRp requires higher concentrations of initiation substrate nucleotide (25) . A higher K m for the initiation nucleotide was reported for the Q␤ replicase, the BMV replicase, and the HCV RdRp (6, 27, 29, 52) .
Moieties required for stabilization in the template-NS5B interaction. The ribose C2Ј-hydroxyl defines the structure of RNAs and contributes to the stability of RNA-protein interactions (7, 13, 35, 64) . For the BVDV NS5B protein, the C2Ј-hydroxyl at the ϩ1 position does not affect RNA synthesis while those at the ϩ2 and ϩ3 positions are more important for efficient initiation (Fig. 10) . Deoxyriboses at the ϩ2 and ϩ3 positions may either prevent potential hydrogen bond formation with NS5B or cause a partial structural distortion in the RNA that decreases the efficacy of synthesis and interaction (Fig. 6) . The latter scenario is less likely since the (Ϫ)21 RNA used in this work does not have a predicted stable structure. In support of this, a similar level of RNA synthesis to that seen with (Ϫ)21 was observed with a 12-nt template (Kim et al., unpublished). Rather, our results support the idea that the loss of contact between the ϩ2 and ϩ3 C2Ј-hydroxyl and the NS5B catalytic site may be critical for stabilizing the initiation complex. The loss of potential hydrogen bonding via the C2Ј-hydroxyl may account for a decrease in RNA synthesis from d(Ϫ)21, dϩ2, dϩ3, dϩ1,2, and dϩ1,2,3 (Fig. 6C) .
BVDV NS5B does not recognize the template in a basespecific manner except at the ϩ1C. No difference in RNA synthesis was observed with several nucleotide substitutions within the template (Table 1) (27) . However, the template sequence may contribute to the mechanism of RNA synthesis. For the alphavirus-like viral RNAs, Sivakumaran et al. (50) found specific preferences for adenylates and uridylates near the initiation nucleotide. Also, transcription studies using the DNA template have revealed that the template sequences could affect the successful completion of RNA synthesis (28, 37, 63) . It is also possible that template specificity for the BVDV replication may be determined by RNA sequences or protein subunits that are not included in this study.
Different recognition between the initiation nucleotide and others in the template. Conformational changes of polymerases and templates are known to accompany the steps involved in transcription, template binding, initiation complex formation, and transition from the initiation to elongation (11) . We have found that ribose C2Ј-NH 2 modifications had less detrimental effects on RNA synthesis when the modifications were beyond position ϩ11 (Fig. 10) . This result is consistent with a change in the interaction of the polymerase and the template that results from the transition to elongation (Fig.  10) . Furthermore, results of the template competition assays indicate that the interaction between NS5B and the template was inappropriate when the ribose at position ϩ1, ϩ3, or ϩ7 had an amino group. Interestingly, while amino modifications at positions ϩ9 and ϩ11 resulted in similar IC 50 s to that for wild-type RNA, synthesis was less than 24% of that for (Ϫ)21. The BMV replicase is known to have a more stable interaction with the template after RNA synthesis has proceeded for 8 to 10 nt (26, 53, 54) . This length is in good agreement with the minimal length of the RNA template that can bind to the poliovirus 3D pol and is consistent with the poliovirus 3D pol structure (2, 22) . In addition, the recently solved T7 polymerase structure has revealed the pocket accommodating the DNA template up to position ϩ7 until the transition occurs from initiation to elongation (9) . Thus, we speculate that positions ϩ9 through ϩ11 may represent a site for the NS5B protein to make a transition to elongation (Fig. 10) . Nucleotide polymerization and the ternary complex. The placements of the 4sU along the template, weakening W-C hydrogen bonding and/or increasing nucleotide misincoporation, resulted in a wide range of synthesis that cannot be correlated with the possible transition from initiation to elongation (Fig. 8) . Our results suggest that the local sequence(s), rather than the position of the ternary complex, may regulate the interaction between the template and substrate NTPs.
The efficiency of nucleotide incorporation over a templated 4sU analog correlated best with the identity of the nucleotide(s) 3Ј of the analog (Fig. 9) . This observation suggests that the thermodynamics of the template-nascent RNA interaction contribute to the incorporation of the incoming nucleotide and the completion of RNA synthesis. While the effects of nascent RNA-template interaction have not been examined for any RdRp system, transcription studies using the DNA template have revealed that the template sequences influence the successful completion of RNA synthesis (28, 37, 63) . Also, the local duplex stability and the base stacking affecting product synthesis have been demonstrated in polymerases including the T4 polymerase and L414 DNA polymerase (4, 5, 39, 43) .
We obtained the best correlation between the level of RNA synthesis and the calculated ⌬G°of a 3-to 4-nt duplex that includes two adjacent base pairs and the presumed ATP-4sU base pair (Fig. 9C) . The correlation was clearly dependent on the assumption of the duplex length and is intended to provide a model for additional analysis. The assumption of duplex length was a function of models of the transcriptional complex (TC). The monotonic transcription model has postulated a RNA-DNA hybrid of 9 to 12 bp (63). This duplex then provides the thermodynamic barrier to TC dissociation. The inchworm model of elongation, proposed by Chamberlin and colleagues (8) , has its basis in the difference in sizes of RNA and DNA footprints in the halted TC structure (36, 60, 65) . Chamberlin (8) argues that perhaps the only 2 or 3 bp of the RNA-DNA hybrid provide the thermodynamic stability in TC complex. A similar hypothesis based on the ternary complex of the T7 RNA polymerase crystallized with a 4-nt template and a 3-nt nascent RNA indicates that there is only space for a duplex shorter than 4 bp, including the one at the catalytic site (9) . Recent findings with the E. coli RNA polymerase suggest synthesis by a sliding-clamp model of RNA polymerase translocation that combines the inchworm and monotonic models in one (29, 37, 42) . Although the exact mechanism has not been addressed in this work, our observations most closely resemble the sliding-clamp model because of the patterns of prematurely terminated RNAs, which are also affected by the stability of most nearest-neighbor W-C base pairs (Fig. 8 and 9) . A similar observation has been demonstrated with the E. coli RNA polymerase (56) . Lastly, the correlation of 3 to 4 bp having the most significant effect on synthesis over the weaken hydrogen bonding 4sU does not imply that the duplex is limited to 3 to 4 nt. Additional base pairing may exist but may not contribute significantly to synthesis over the 4sU-modified position.
Several rules appear to govern the incorporation of the incoming NTP in addition to hydrogen bonding between the nucleotides in template and nascent RNA. In general, hydrogen bond formation is considered informational whereas base stacking is considered noninformational (for a review, see reference 18). Consequently, the hydrogen bonding for A ⅐ T and G ⅐ C is usually emphasized as primarily responsible for the polymerase fidelity. However, through the use of nonpolar isosteric thymidine analogs, Moran et al. (33) demonstrated that the shape of the nucleotides is also a determining factor for the specificity of the NTP-template interaction. Goodman (18) also suggested that the geometrical selection via an induced fit mechanism played an important role in the fidelity of polymerases. Our results suggest that the neighboring base pairs in the RNA duplex contribute to the ability to overcome a 4sU-nucleotide analog and allow polymerase to complete the synthesis.
Concluding remarks. Successful viral RNA replication is a multistep process that includes (i) interaction between the promoter and the replicase; (ii) initiation, consisting of the binding of the initiation nucleotide and abortive cycling; (iii) transition of the polymerase to a high-affinity interaction with the RNA template; and (iv) termination of RNA synthesis and release of the nascent RNA from the ternary complex (for reviews, see references 1 and 32). Our work qualitatively examines the nucleotide moieties needed for successful initiation of RNA synthesis by a recombinant viral RdRp. The moieties identified may affect NS5B-RNA interaction and/or nascent RNA-template RNA interaction. Moreover, we observed significant differences in the moieties required for efficient initiation and for elongation. This work should establish the framework for a detailed kinetic analysis of the mechanism of RNA synthesis by an RdRp.
